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Plan Design
Number of Bedrooms Error
Please refer to the LRD's DRI Application in Appendix A, dated 12/1/17, the Shared System
Plan, Appendix C, and the condition (7.8) set by the MVC in their final decision regarding the
number of bedrooms intended to be on the septic plan.
-According to LRD's Application, it maintains that there will be 14 lots and 16 dwellings in
Cluster C.
- According to LRD, the bedrooms in Cluster C will come from 16 dwellings x 2.5 bedrooms
which equals 40 bedrooms. Because there is a limit of 52 bedrooms imposed by the MVC
conditions that leaves 12 bedrooms in Cluster B, for a total of 52 bedrooms on the clustered
septic system (40 + 12). This seems to satisfy the MVC condition.
-But this number of BRs is not correct and differs from the septic system's “Proposed System
Usage Block” found on the engineer's drawing.
- The Shared System was designed for 43 bedrooms on 17 lots in Cluster C and 12 bedrooms in
Cluster B, totaling 55 bedrooms which exceeds the 52 BRs referred to by the MVC.
- However, the engineer's drawing itself is also wrong, because LRD wants to also add a
Community House with bedrooms (presumably 2) which brings the total up to 57 bedrooms on
the septic plant.
-The plant is designed for 6,050 GPD of flow from 55 BRs.
- Not only does the plan exceed the BRs set by MVC, it also has a septic plan that is potentially
too small.
Error in Mg/L Nitrogen (N)
-MVC limits the nitrogen from the plant to be no more than 13 mg/L. However, the plan is
designed for 14 mg/L as described in the engineer's plan....You can view this number (14mg/L)
on the Proposed System Usage Block.

-LRD also states (See LRD’s letter, page 5, number 6.) that the houses on the septic plant in
Clusters B and C must meet or exceed the 19 mg/L N as imposed on Cluster A. This is wrong.
The true number for the shared septic plant is 13mg/L N or less.
Board of Health (BOH) Decision Based on Faulty Process
-LRD touts the BOH's approval of the septic plant as seen in Appendix C. LRD also provides
the minutes from the BOH approving the system.
-The BOH minutes, dated 7/19/16, clearly state that the BOH decision was based on the final
decision of the MVC.
-The problem with the BOH’s rationale of basing their decision on MVC's ruling is that when the
MVC was making its decision, they assumed in several instances that the Oak Bluffs BOH had
already approved the septic system. This can be seen and heard on the videotape of the MVC’s
deliberations on 6/2/16. I can point you to the various times on the videotape. In essence, the
MVC relied on something that the BOH did not do, but nonetheless, the MVC maintained that
BOH had approved the system prior to MVC's meeting. This was an improper assumption. The
reality is that the BOH was investigating the system, but had not yet approved it.
- The MVC's misconception that the plan had been approved may have come from a hearsay
type statement made by Mr.Danielson at a MVC meeting. He reported to the Commission that he
had spoken to an MVC staffer who said that the staffer had spoken to the BOH's Health Agent
who in turn said that he, the health agent, was ready to sign off on the septic system. That seems
to be the extent of the "approval" at that time of the deliberations.
- It is evident that the BOH had not approved the design before the meeting, because it wasn't
until 7/19/16, that the BOH document was signed. If they had approved it in May or June, why
approve it again in July?
-There are no documents that I can find that pre-date the MVC’s deliberation meeting which are
from the BOH and which approve the septic system.
-Therefore, the BOH's decision compounded the error of the MVC when they incorrectly
assumed that the MVC had properly reviewed the system themselves, because in reality, the
MVC was relying on the supposed approval of the BOH which had not been given.
-Had the MVC’s decision been read thoroughly, it would have been noticed that there was a
condition to the plan (7.5) created after the deliberation meeting which states that the wastewater

plant must be reviewed and approved by the BOH. This is confounding, because it appears that
despite deliberating and relying on the supposed approval of the BOH, the MVC finally realized
that the BOH had not yet given its approval and thus set this condition.
-The BOH then completed the circle of assumptions by approving the plan “based” on the final
MVC decision apparently not understanding the MVC's prior faulty assumptions.
-Was the scrutiny that was given appropriate for a septic permit that has wide ranging effects and
will be the type of a clustered system that will be used for the first time in Oak Bluffs?
-The Planning Board has the mandate to review the impact of a project on the Town as a whole
and should not be compelled to stand by a decision that is clouded.
-The Planning Board and BOH should suspend the Septic Permit given to LRD on 7/19/16 and
conduct an independent study of the system and not rely on the faulty process of others.

Other Areas of the Plan with Anomalies
- LRD letter, Page 6 – Says 10.29 acres of development envelopes; yet the plan says 9.05
developed acres. Which is correct? How does this affect the percentage of open space?
-The Definitive Plan for LRD says the total acreage is 32.07 acres. This is not the size seen on
prior plans and is less than what was presented to the MVC...32.5 acres. How does this affect the
nitrogen calculation?
Compliance with Building Inspector
-Please see the letter from Building Inspector, 12/14/15, attached to Special Permit Application.
-The two bedroom Affordable Housing units are not located on site plan as directed.
-The Density Bonus is still in question because of the building dwellings or just giving lots
issue.
-The site plan does not identify the senior house lots or duplex lots as directed.
-Parking spaces are not shown on the plan as directed.

No 50 Foot Buffer
-The 50 foot buffer around the property is not present on the Definitive Plan. The Flexible Bylaw calls for this.
60% Open Space
LRD received 2 bonus lots for preserving 60% as open space (one bonus lot for each 10%
preserved over 40% is my understanding). I question whether the claim that 60% of land will be
in its “natural state” is accurate, because it appears that some areas designated as open space are
going to be developed and not remain in their natural state.
Since this issue creates two bonus lots, there should be an itemization. This itemization request is
not new...the Building Inspector asked that the surveys provide the calculations, but these cannot
be found in LRD’s papers.
The following areas of development seem to have been included as open space:
-5,000 square feet (SF) for the Community House – not designated on the plan.
-The expansion from 30 feet to 40 feet ROW for all roads.
-The 25' ROW that will have trees cut down and stumped, trenches dug, pipes laid and an
emergency road built on Cluster A. The ROW could be 1200 ft in length bearing an emergency
road paralleling and cutting across Jib Stay Trail at two points and Bar Trail Road at one point.
-The area for the driveway, septic plant shed, drain field and backup drain field for the cluster
septic system. See the engineering drawings for the square footage.
-The widening for the paved road from Barnes Road to the beginning of Cluster B and the bike
path ROW. These are not in the LRD's acreage, but will go outside of the envelope to cut down
trees in other open space.
Trail On Clusters B and C Not on Definitive Plan
Please see Appendix A; LRD letter; Applicant’s Definitive Plan; the Yield Plan, and the MVC'c
final decision.
-LRD does not comply with the requirements set out by the MVC.

-LRD's Definitive Plan does not detail the other trail approved by the MVC and accepted by the
Land Bank that was supposed to have an easement on Clusters B and C.
-See the Land Bank letter to the MVC that talks about the third trail which spurs off of the Bar
Trail Rd. and has paths to Barnes Road . (Attachment 1)
-See the MVC condition 12.4 in Appendix A which requires a 10 ft wide easement for the third
trail to Barnes Rd.
-See the Yield Plan which has markings for portions of the trail to Barnes Road and can be seen
cutting through the backs of lots 5, 7, and 9 of the Yield Plan.
- The Barnes Rd. trail should be shown to extend through open space of Cluster C starting at Bar
Trail Rd, then cut through to the end of Hopes Way, and then behind or through lots 5-8. The
trail would continue on open space behind Oakwood Lane homes and is likely to cut through lots
4 and 2 leading the Barnes Rd. Portions of the trail are observable on Google Earth.
- Mr. Danielson was asked about the third trail while on the site visit and said it was not on his
property. He seems to be mistaken about that point.
-A portion of the Barnes Rd. trail may cut through the drain field of the septic plant.
1998 MVC Decision Re: Lagoon Ridge
Has the MVC condition to the 1998 MVC decision pertaining to the two lots that are on the
beginning of Double Ox Rd. been considered (Attachment 2) See Item 2A, Page 3 regarding
Affordable Housing.

Attachment 1 Follows

Attachment 2 Follows

